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THE BRAND JAM
Actionable
insight to build
a stronger brand

MAG

BrandJam.it was born from a simple idea:
to have a single destination devoted to news
about brand licensing,
co-branding and collaboration projects.
Barely a year after launching, Brand Jam had already succeeded in bringing
together a rich community of professionals (a.k.a. “believers”) with a
common passion for brand innovation. Over the last four years, it’s been our
pleasure to provide you all with content to read, share and debate.

OpSec’s licensing solutions allow you to be more effective and
efficient. We combine data, deep expertise, and technology
into solutons that secure, enhance, and protect your brand.

After a while, many of you started suggesting we curate the visual material
we gather and compile it into some kind of report. That’s what inspired us
to develop this magazine.
Rather than be another CNN for the licensing business, we want to be the
VICE of brand innovation. A pin-board for the best vibes and ideas found in
the best shows, media sources and reader recommendations.

• Share, approve & track your licensing program
• Validate your royalties

Not everything in these pages is new, but we’ve taken care to “remaster”
old material and take another look at it through the lens of emerging trends
and styles.
The reason why this is “the POP issue” is clear as you will see in the following
pages, but other trends, like “heritage” and “riders” are also coming through
strong.

• Enforce your brand, trademarks, and IP on the web

Special thanks to our friends, Opsec Security, Chupa Chups, Mattel, Mentos
and MTV for their support of this, our first issue. These are brands with
interesting stories of their own who share our mission.

Learn why over 400 global brands trust OpSec to protect their
revenue & brand reputation.

We hope you find Brand Jam useful and inspirational: a resource to keep
close to your desk and consult every now and then.

Thanks for the love,
The Brand Jam team

Contact us to learn more:
info@opsecsecurity.com | +44 191 415 8608 | +1 844 906 7732 | www.opsecsecurity.com
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WHERE BRANDS
COME TO LIFE
Are you looking for new partnerships that could transform
your business? BLE 2015 is the only event in Europe where
you can meet hundreds of leading brand owners and
discover thousands of the hottest brands, characters and
images available for license.
Whether you are a retailer, licensee or sales promotion
professional a visit to BLE 2015 will open up a world of new
opportunities and partnerships. Don’t miss this chance to
spot the next big thing for your business.
See brands come to life at BLE 2015. Register
for FREE today, visit, www.brandlicensing.eu
Organised by:

Organisers of:
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THE BRANDSCENE

ARTICLE POWERED BY OPSEC SECURITY

focus: denim brand

2 REDUCE SALES

OF COUNTERFEITS
IN KEY MARKET AREAS

BRAND PROTECTION:
HOW A DENIM BRAND

WON THE COUNTERFEIT BATTLE.
It is hard to imagine a piece of clothing that is more
popular than the traditional denim jean.
For decades, jeans have been a wardrobe staple,
purchased by workmen and supermodels alike.
They’re durable, comfortable, and stylish.
Unfortunately, when goods become as popular
as many denim companies’ products have, they
become vulnerable to counterfeiting.
Counterfeit luxury goods are increasing globally,
causing brand sales and integrity to suffer. Here is
how OpSec helped a luxury denim company win
against counterfeiters.
First off, the brand did not have one unique
branding feature across all products, which made
it difficult to determine authenticity. Moreover, the
brand knew it needed an Online Brand Protection
program that complemented their e-commerce
strategies in order to be most effective.

The need to eliminate infringing listings across
various sites was key, therefore the program
spanned across multiple countries, and focused on

To withstand the rigorous denim

major B2B and B2C trading platforms, as well as

wash process without compromising

online marketplaces. The program was also flexible

high security features and tracking

with the ability to evolve and grow into additional

capabilities, OpSec designed a special

key geographies and problem areas in order to

labeling system for luxury denim

provide the customer with the highest protection

brand Jacob Cohen.

possible, along with measurable ROI and robust

A cost effective, durable security label

enforcement results. The client was given access

which survives the most stringent

to the information at any time, through an online

denim manufacturing processes, like stone washing,

portal to track progress.

bleaching, recoloring, or dry cleaning.
Unique codes added to the label allow for efficient

1 GAIN INSIGHT

INTO THE VULNERABILITY
OF THE BRAND

The brand needed to understand just how big the
problem had become. OpSec’s proprietary data

tracking of the products throughout the supply chain.

3

MINIMIZE
UNAUTHORIZED

SEO TACTICS

gathering technology allowed for an in-depth look

Enforcement surrounding traffic diversion included

into the issue. A landscape analysis was performed

removing copyrighting material, like pictures and

to better understand the scope of the problem and

logos, from the Web. The brand needed a deeper

distinguish between real and fake on the Web. OpSec

understanding of the unauthorized sites using

narrowed down the search to relevant items, paving

SEO tactics to help promote their illegitimate

the way to a closer and more refined approach.

e-commerce channels and products.
OpSec also looked at both sponsored links and
organic search results to help enforce against those
using unethical SEO tactics to gain higher search
rankings in Google and other search engines.

So, the brand chose to partner with OpSec, as it
needed a tailored approach and to allow room to
adjust to changing market conditions.
OpSec recommended a 4-month pilot program
to focus on high-priority marketplaces and search
engines; a multifaceted program built on four
pillars:

Tough as Jeans:
Jacob Cohen’s
protection label

Inside Out The Look:
Jacket: Jacob Cohen SS15 | Pants: Jacob Cohen SS15
Top: Zadig&Voltaire | Cross body: DVF
Credits: nickyinsideout.com

Moreover, these codes coupled with OpSec’s mobile
platform make it easy for consumers to authenticate
the product on the spot and engage directly with the
brand using their smartphones.
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THE BRANDSCENE

FIGHT DOMAINS USING THE
BRAND NAME TO SELL
ILLEGITIMATE PRODUCT

ARTICLE POWERED BY GAVIN BROWN

focus: CO-BRANDING

In addition to the fake products found on various
online marketplaces, the brand needed help
untangling the vast number of websites selling
counterfeit goods. Many sites selling counterfeit
goods will use the brand’s name in the domain to

COLLABORATION

help attract customers. OpSec helped the brand
gain insight into the domain issue and kick-start a

FASCINATION.

lawsuit to bring counterfeiters to justice.

Gotcha!
OpSec’s online strategy enabled the client to find
a network of 83 different websites, all using the
brand name in their domains without authorization.

Ever since BrandJam went live in 2011, we’ve made

The network of sites could be traced back to nine

it our mission to highlight the best and worst

infringing “families”, one of whom controlled

examples of licensing and product remixing from

forty-five of the sites.

Europe and around the world. In those four short

In addition to the domain findings, the client also

landscape – or brand-scape.

as well as a decrease in traffic diversion from direct
and affiliate sites. During the first six weeks of

We’ve watched traditional licensed properties

implementation, OpSec blocked over 1,000 sellers

reinvent themselves and find new value in fashion

and removed close to 400,000 items from the

and luxury. We’ve seen brands get smarter about

Web, totaling nearly €5 million.

product innovation, using it to generate affinity and

The Lesson: Fighting counterfeit activities is

content. Meanwhile, the spectrum of companies

possible, with a partner that helps a brand gain

active in licensing, collaborations and co-branding

control of their products in the online space, and

continues to widen.

safeguard their brand against illicit activity.

With so much going on, our job becomes

Jacob Cohen collection

easier and more interesting by the day.

Credits: modaonlive.wordpress.com

We’ve kept records on more than 2,000 case
studies, yet we continue to be impressed by the
diversity, creativity and appeal of new projects
that come across our desk.

SECURITY

Site contributor Gavin Brown took a deep-dive into
our database to fish out some recent highlights
OpSec is a market leader in brand and royalty protec-

We can help you find the right solution for your brand,

tion and is the only provider of a comprehensive suite

your budget and your protection goals.

from across Europe that you may have missed.

of end-to-end solutions, including advanced physical
security technologies, supply chain track and trace
services, and online and e-commerce monitoring and
analysis, among other solutions.

SPAIN

years, we’ve noticed dramatic changes to the

saw a significant reduction of counterfeits online,

ABOUT

David Delfín X
Dr Martens

MORE INFO:
info@opsecsecurity.com

Gavin Brown is a branding professional based in Spain
who tweets about brand innovation at @CrescendoBrands

Torellò Cava X
Custo
Woouf X
The Beatles
Aristocrazy X
Game of Thrones

UK

Paul Smith X
Angelpoise

Delsey Starcktrip

ITaly

Cambridge
Satchel Company X
Vivienne Westwood

Vespa X
Emporio Armani

Anya Hindmarch X
Kellogg’s

Aston Martin X
Quintessence Yachts

Montegrappa
X Bugatti

Maserati X
Bowers + Wilkins

denmark

‘Shupette’ Shu Uemura
X Choupette
Cristofle
X Lacie

belgium

FRANCE
Lego X
Ferrari F40
Tintin X
Brussels Airlines

SWEDEN
NETHERLANDS

Pierre Marcolini
X Maison Kitsuné

SWITZERLAND
GERMANy
Happy Socks
X Snoop Dogg

WeSC
X Andy Warhol
G-Star
X Vitra

Audi X Toms
Omega X NASA (+ Peanuts)

Kevin Lyons X
Warsteiner Art Collection
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A BRAND-FLAVORED OVERVIEW
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BRANDING TREND

POP TILL
YOU DROP
Warhol was right: everyone will be famous for fifteen
minutes, and pop art will be on every street.
Fast moving consumer goods brands meet high street
fashion, while color, color, color, is the new mantra for
any lifestyle brand.
Will it last? Don’t ask…just have fun!

Left: Gabs Yellow Submarine Limited Edition
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Murakami X Vans
Ash
Biion Footwear
Lodola X Lastes
Eyewear

5
6

OXS X Alle Tattoo
Britto X Heys
Luggage

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Swing Eyewear
Richkids
McDonald’s X Colette
Keith Haring X VipFlap
Willow X Lozza
Karim Rashid X Faby
Wall’s X Asos
Chupa Chups lipbalm by
Paglieri
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#20
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#15
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#16
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#16
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Pandorine X Chupa Chups X Willow
Panorine X Chupa Chups
Coca Cola X Lipsmacker

#26

Herschel X Coca Cola
Gabs X Yellow Submarine
Pantone
Le Pandorine

#19

Pantone X Chups Chups
Pantone X Mentos
Save My BAG
80DB Original
Pantone Footwear by Br-Ex

#25

#22
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BRANDING TREND

THE
DAPPER
BIKER
Forget speed and performance. Dapper, hipster and
neo-grunge are the latest character-types to emerge
from the new rider’s scene. A relaxed Ewan McGregor
endorses the new world of Guzzi, where tweed meets
wrenches. Ducati redesigns its iconic Scrambler, not a
heritage bike but a new escape, complete with licensed
accessories for women and men. Vespa meets King
Giorgio Armani with a limited edition.
Move over, H.O.G.!

Left: Deus Ex Machina T-shirt
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#7

#1

#1

#3
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#8

#5
1
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3

Fiorentini+Baker Ducati
Barbour International Triumph
Barbour International Triumph

#6
#8

detail

#00
#00
#00
#00

4 MCS MotoGP
5 Montecatena with Moto Morini
BRAND[CARTOON]
6 Royal Enfield leather jacket
BRAND[CARTOON]
7 Triumph The Distinguished

#10

BRAND[CARTOON]
Gentlemen Ride + Proraso
BRAND[CARTOON]
8 Ducati Scrambler

9
10

#10

Barbour X Deus Ex Machina
Triumph t-shirt

#9

#16

#12

#11

#17
#14
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#19

#19
#21

#20
#13
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Holy Freedom
Triumph bags
Blundstone Ducati Scrambler
special edition

14
15
16

Moto GP tshirt
Deus Ex Machina t-shirt
Triumph with The MotorCycle

17
18
19
20
21

Barbour International Triumph
Husqvarna sportswear
Braccialini X Ducati
Ducati Scrambler boots
Ewan McGregor X Guzzi

#15
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BRANDING TREND

HERITAGE
IS THE NEW
VINTAGE
Heritage means more than a brand’s lifetime in the
spotlight. It’s all about roots, pedigree, and tone of
voice. Lifestyle brand pioneers are doing more than
reciting their birth date or reissuing classic products:
they create a new context for them.
Contemporary but true to history.

Left: Liberty X Franks Beachwear
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Aeronautica Militare

#4

V&A X Clarks
Dickies
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Eastpak House of Hackney
Goodyear sportswear by Punch
Spike Lee X New Era Heritage
Pendleton X O’Neill
Pendelton
Gola Heritage
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Burton
Ben Sherman The Beatles Limited Edition
Gola Heritage
Fusalp
Oasis V&A Collection
Celia Britwell X Valentino
Roy Roger’s Hulton Archive
Franks X Liberty Art Fabrics
Vans x Liberty Art Fabrics

#18
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Festina MTV watches

MTV trend

Mia Bag MTV Collection
(by Monica Bianco)
Incall MTV Electronics

Incall MTV Electronics

Sicem, MTV
Collection Man/Woman
H&M MTV Collection
Sicem, MTV
Stand Pitti

Sicem, MTV
Collection Man/Woman

Sicem, MTV
Collection Man/Woman

Accademia MTV Back to school

Incall MTV Electronics

Hellatron MTV headphones

Bic, MTV collection
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BRANDING TREND

ROCK TO
RICHES
Howww-does-it-feeeel to be an object of fashionista
desire? Sometimes all it takes is a cleaner face and a bit
of glitter. A brand new offshoot of rock-and-roll style
caters to the sartorially aware. Slogans developed in the
name of rebellion are appropriated into a new model
of personal expression. John Varvatos has a growing
following, and so do brands that find inspiration in
music history to create fashions steeped in gritty rock
glamour.
Shine on, you crazy diamond!

Left: Gibson Raymond Weil Nabucco 7850
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Gibson Les Paul headset
Amen X Barbed
Amen
Ben Sherman
John Varvatos eyewear on Jimmy Page
Pink Floyd by Chaser LA
Marshall X Pure digital radio

#12

Marshall Headphones
Gibson Raymond Weil Nabucco
HTC Friends of Fender

#6

#10

Mia Bag X MTV
John Varvatos in Jimi Hendrix Signature
Gibson Les Paul pro audio monitors
Marshall Fridge

#7
#14
#13
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Barbie loves Tezenis
FW 2015 Collection: homewear,
sleepwear and underwear
for women & girl

Barbie loves Tezenis
Fashion Show

Barbie Style Instagram account
has almost a million followers
Moschino – Barbie
Capsule Collection SS2015

Moschino – Barbie
Capsule Collection SS2015
Karl Lagerfeld Barbie Doll

Barbie Loves Forever 21
Apparel Collection

Barbie Loves Forever 21
in store

Vogue Italia and Mattel
have involved ten fashion designers
and ten promising talents
asking them to dress
the most famous doll in the world

Wildfox - Barbie
Dreamhouse Collection SS2015

Barbie kicked off her heels!
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BRANDING TREND

GOOD
CHARACTERS
Okay, we know kids’ entertainment characters have
always been ambassadors of pop. But if the trends
we’ve been seeing at shows are anything to go
by, there’s more to it. Subtle treatments, creative
exploration and good old attention-to-detail bring old
ideas to new life. Meanwhile established licensors find
new ways to stay relevant and fashion-forward.
The days of idly slapping well-known characters on
t-shirts are over.

Left: Adventure Time Dr Martens
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Adventure Time X Dr Martens
Disney X Vans
Disney X MOA
Codello X Disney
T.S.P.T.R. X Peanuts
Diabolik X MOA
813 X Peanuts
Faliero Sarti X Disney
Popeye X LC23
Disney X Vans
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#11

#16

#14
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Looney Tunes X Moschino
Disney Snow White x Red Valentino

#11

VipFlap X Looney Tunes
Moonboot X Star Wars
Eleven Paris X Star Wars

#16

#15

Eleven Paris X Batman
Eleven Paris X Taz the Tasmanian Devil

#17

Eleven Paris x Looney Tunes

#13
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#18
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18
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Valentina X Gimi
Betty Boop x Women’s Secrets
Betty Boop X Five Plus
Paul Andrew X Disney Cinderella
Jimmy Choo X Disney Cinderella
Nicholas Kirkwood
X Disney Cinderella

#20
#20
#23

CELEBRATE YOUTH
THE ULTIMATE LIFESTYLE BRAND
(FROM INFANT TO ADULT)
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